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	2017 Oct New SAP Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new Questions: 1.|2017 New

C_HANATEC_12 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 521Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/c-hanatec-12.html   2.|2017

New C_HANATEC_12 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNSDFiVHZpbEFuVzA?usp=sharing     QUESTION 41When you try to stop

SAP HANA using the sapcontrol command, you receive the error messagE. "Command not found". What is the reason for the error?

Please choose the correct answer.Response: A.    The host agent is not installed.B.    The SAP HANA database is not installed.C.   

The SAP HANA client is not installed.D.    SAP SUM is not installed. Answer: A QUESTION 42What connection type does the

SAP Hana direct Extractor connection (DXC) used to transfer data to SAP Hana?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A.   

ODBO connectionB.    secondary database connectionC.    HTTP connectionD.    BICS connection Answer: C QUESTION 43What

services must be configured and running on the SAP Hana server to monitor the SAP Hana instance in SAP Solution manager?There

are 2 correct answers to this questionResponse: A.    preprocessor serviceB.    SAP SMD agentC.    SAP host agentD.    compile

service Answer: BC QUESTION 44Which components do you need before installing and SAP lumira server?There are 2 correct

answers to this questionResponse: A.    SAP HANA Studio installed on the client workstationB.    SAP Hana UI Toolkit her

information access (INA)C.    SAP lumira data access extension frameworkD.    SAP Hana self-service analytics application

function library (SAL AFL) Answer: AD QUESTION 45You are setting up a disaster recovery system using system replication.

You want the transaction processing of the primary system to be suspended if the network to the secondary system fails.What log

replication mode must you use?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A.    asyncB.    syncmemC.    syncD.    full sync

Answer: D QUESTION 46You have to load data in real time from external systems into SAP HANA,. Which Data Provisioning

tools can you use?There are 3 correct answers to this question.Response: A.    SAP LT Replication Server (SLT)B.    Smart Data

Access (SDA)C.    SAP Replication Server (SRS)D.    SAP Data Services (SDS)E.    Smart Data Integration (SDI) Answer: ACE

QUESTION 47What happens when an SAP Hana system is restarted?There are 2 correct answers to this questionResponse: A.    All

row tables are loaded into the memory except the row table that are configured to be loaded on demandB.    column tables and

column table attributes that were loaded before the restart reloaded into the memory asynchronouslyC.    tables and table attributes

that are marked for preload are loaded into the memory synchronouslyD.    all row tables and row table attributes are loaded into the

memory Answer: C,D Answer:  QUESTION 48When SAP Hana is not fully started or it is stopped which service does the SAP

Hana Studio use to collect information about the database statusPlease choose the correct answer.Response: A.    Index serverB.   

sapsatrtsrvC.    saposcolD.    name server Answer: B QUESTION 49You want the user SOLMAN_ADMIN to be able to modify the

properties of the SAP HANA instance during system configuration in SAP Solution Manager.Which role must you assign to the user

SOLMAN_ADMIN to achieve this?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A.    SAP_SYSREC_ALLB.   

SAP_SOLAR02_ALLC.    SAP_SM_ADMIN_COMPONENT_ALLD.    SAP_SYSTEM_REPOSITORY_ALL Answer: D

QUESTION 50Which of the following can you do in the SAP HANA studio and also in the DBA Cockpit?There are 3 correct

answers to this question.Response: A.    Execute system recovery.B.    Implement backup scheduling.C.    Monitor an SQLDBC

trace.D.    Display the statuses of database resources.E.    View the tables in the _SYS_STATISTICS schema. Answer: CDE  

!!!RECOMMEND!!!   1.|2017 New C_HANATEC_12 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 521Q&As Download:

https://www.braindump2go.com/c-hanatec-12.html   2.|2017 New C_HANATEC_12 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=bMmkq8g7Zgk
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